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Abstract
As many other inverse problems, human face image super-resolution is an ill-posed problem. The problem has been approached in
the context of example-based superresolution learning. However, these methods need to run though all the sample set, which results
in high calculation load and image degradation because of mis-matching. In this paper, we propose a new face image superresolution
algorithm based on Support Vector Regression (SVR) pre-classified learning. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based preprocess is used to select a subset of samples. Then the best-matching sample images are trained to ensure the content relevance
between the sample patch and the input low-resolution image. Further improvement involves a combination of classification and
SVR-based techniques. Therefore, experiment results show that the proposed algorithm gets better reconstruction performance and
faster program running speed.
Keywords: Face Super-resolution, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Example-based Algorithm

traditional methods based on the Markov Network model.
However, it is necessary to set up a huge sample database
where we can do the traversal search, which leads to a
heavy workload of calculating and the mismatching in
search result will cause final quality decrease badly.
Furthermore, the algorithm doing super-resolution
reconstruction relies on its Gauss Pyramid model from
the model of matched feature. It is limited for the
improved room of subjective reconstructed quality when
there is aliasing in sample feature extracting.
In this paper, we propose a face super-resolution
algorithm based on SVM-improved learning. To solve the
problems based on learning-based algorithm such as the
heavy work of calculating and mismatching, we use a
classifier to pre-classify the sample database and select
the subset that is similar to the object’s PCA feature,
which reduces the mismatching rate of sample patch,
shortens the program’s running time and improves the
image reconstruct performance.

1 Introduction
The super-resolution reconstruction is the technology of
using software algorithms to obtain higher resolution
images without changing current imaging system
hardware, which has been an active research in image
processing and is widely applied in medical diagnosis,
remote sensing and many other areas. Among them, face
image has been specially focused in the field of image
processing and pattern recognition. The traditional face
super-resolution algorithms usually accord to the
multiframe low-resolution (LR) images of sub-pixel
displacement under same scenes to reconstruct highresolution (HR) images. The single frame face image
super-resolution algorithm based on training set
reconstructs the high-frequency details of images by
learning the relation between HR and LR images, which
has become the mainstream of research area in recent
years [1-5].
Human face super-resolution algorithm was first
proposed by the Carnegie Mellon University's Simon
Baker [6] etc., which builds a Gauss Pyramid with multiresolution feature of HR images. By matching in different
resolution spaces in the Pyramid and using the feature of
images, the algorithm searches the corresponding HR
patch from the side of matching the input image’s feature.
Framework of Bayesian inference is used to build the
generating optimized model of HR images, then
reconstructs the HR face images. This algorithm gets
better reconstruction result than interpolation and
*

2 SVM learning
SVM is on the base of Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)
Dimension theory and Structural Risk Minimization
(SRM) principle, to get better generalization ability
according to limited sample details to find a best way to
balance between the complexity of model and learning
ability [7]. The main idea of SVM is to build a linear
hyperplane as the decision boundary to make the margin
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between positive example and
maximum. Please see Figure 1.
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And change the target into:
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of SVM learning.
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Among in Equation (2), a  0 is the coefficient of
Lagrange. Transform the question about optimal
classification hyperplane into its dual problem by
Lagrange optimization method, namely means becoming
the question under the constraint of the inequality to
search the best answering whose answer is unique
solution. The optimal classification function is:
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Face super-resolution reconstruction means to estimate
HR face by LR face, which is an application of imaging
super-resolution technology in face area. As a kind of
special image, due to the conspicuous structural features
in face images, so the super-resolution algorithm adapt to
common images can get a better effect in face
reconstruction by combining these priori features. It is
also widely applied in computer visual video surveillance,
such as the field of video surveillance, usually the
location of camera is quite far away from the face, so the
captured face images are quite small. In order to better
identify images, we first enlarge the face by superresolution, then identify them, or doing the enlargement
and identification at the same time.
Existing example-based learning face super-resolution
reconstruction method uses the relation between the LR
images and corresponding HR images in Markov network
learning sample-base, then restoring the high-frequency
details of input LR images through the relation we
learned. This algorithm needs to build a huge face
sample-base and do the traversal search in it. The HR
sample can be the high-frequency details of the LR
sample to restore the face. If and only if the searched face
sample is similar to the input image sample and there is
continuity in the content between corresponding HR

l

 b) 
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3 Face super-resolution reconstruction based on
SVM-improved learning
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is named optimal classification hyperplane, the training
sample set is called support vectors, which makes the
equal sign exist. Bring in the Lagrange function:
L
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The generator classification function is used to preclassify the data in images training base, so as to judge
the correlation between the training images and target
images.

, so it is equal between

which fits the condition (1) and makes 1
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To get the generalized optimal classification
hyperplane by building a soft margin that considering in
half way between minimum mistakes sub-sample and
maximum margin, C  0 is a constant, which controls the
level of punishment for the wrong sub-sample.
For the non-linear case, we can change it into a highdimensional linear problem by non-linear variation.
Generally speaking, this kind of non-linear variation is
more complex, and hardly come true through the
algorithm. We can use kernel function K ( x , x ) who
meets the Mercer’s condition instead of original space’s
inner product, which will realize the linear classification
after some non-linear variation, so that will avoid the
concrete form of non-linear variation. The classification
function is becoming:

More exactly to speak, SVM is a kind of generalized
linear classifier based on SRM principle whose basic
strategy is to confirm the empirical risk and to make
confidence risk minimum.
The general type of classification hyperplane can be
written as wx  b  0 , after normalizated, which makes
the
linear
separable
sample
set
meeting
the
 x , y  , x  R , y  1, 1 , i  1, 2, , n,
following requirement:
i

n

w wC

(3)

Among Equation (3),  is the corresponding
Lagrange multiplier of each sample, we can prove only a
few  is non-zero, then the corresponding sample is


i



i



support vector. b is the classification threshold, which
can acquire by any support vector or averaging from any
couple of support vector.
For the sample set linearly non-separable case, we can
put a slack variable   0 , it becomes:
i
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sample and other HR samples whose spatial position is
contiguous, this HR sample can be the high-frequency
details of the LR sample to restore the face. The
searching process of the large-scale training sample base
not only causes the time-consuming but also the
mismatching of the search result will reduce the final
quality.
According to the problems above, this paper proposes
a face super-resolution algorithm based on SVMimproved learning. According to the PCA feature of
human face, images are pre-classified by the algorithm.
Before the matching search, SVM will pre-classify the
sample base. So as to effectively extract and reconstruct
the sub sample base, which has similar feature in target
PCA, the algorithm establishes a SVM predictor for each
class sample. By training samples, the algorithm trains
the predictor and restores the prior knowledge in the form
of predictiors’ parameters. The experiment proves that it
is an effective face super-resolution restoring method.
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PCA method to reduce dimension first, then use other
methods to process more.
A face image with m  n is rearranged as a column
vector with m  n dimension by PCA method, then all of
the training images can get a group of column vectors
after that change: xi , xi  Rm n , i  1, 2, , N , among
that, N represented the number of the images in training
sample set. Treat images as random column vectors, and
training sample set is utilized to evaluate the average
vector  and covariance matrix ST :
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ST    xi    xi     XX T , X   x1 , x2 ,
T

i 1

, xn  . (8)

Choose the projection matrix A corresponding to the
first k and biggest eigenvalues of ST . Equation (9) is
utilized to reduce the dimension of original images:

3.1 FACE FEATURE EXTRACTION

y   X    AK .

Face recognition technology has a wide application
prospect in computer vision, guest identity authentication,
multimedia data retrieval and etc.; face feature extraction
is a necessary key step in process of face recognition. The
face feature, which is related to application area, can be
quickly and effectively extracted; becoming a key point
whether realizes face automatic identification. The
extraction process of human face features is a basis on a
process that a transformation matrix maps human face
image vector into feature vectors. During the mapping
process, identification information is closely related with
the application domain (such as different types of facial
expression) can be extracted. And a large number of other
irrelevant information (such as eyebrows shade, mouth
size etc.) are discarded. In order to turn human face
vector into human face feature vector with transformation
matrix, it uses large quantities of training sample (known
as the expression of face image type) to extract algorithm
from human face feature. Then more training samples
better the feature extraction.
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is also called
K-L transform (Karhunen-Loeve transformation), this
method is to find a subset of main components which has
the statistical distribution’s data set at random, and
corresponding base vectors satisfy the orthogonality [8].
The original data set is transformed into principal
component space, which makes the cross-correlation of
single data samples decrease to the lowest point. PCA is
a classical method of feature extraction and data
representation; it is widely applied in pattern recognition
and computer vision, and becomes one of the most
successful face recognition methods. Due to the
dimension of face image sample is very high, if we
directly process face images, the amount of calculation is
large and the running time is long, so in recent years
many face detection and face recognition algorithms use

(9)

After the eigenvectors of ST are restored as image
matrix, which is the standardized face. The basic idea of
PCA is that approximating each face by the linear
superposition of standardized face. And let these linear
coefficients as face features, these features are used to
classify. The way to classify face with the use of PCA
technology is called Eigenfaces method.
3.2 PRE-CLASSIFICAITON OF SVM
If there are K kinds of images in the images training
database, mark as T  P1, P2, P3 Pk , and have k
semantic classifiers C1, C 2, C3

Ck . For each SVM
classifier,
its
training
set
T   x1 , y1  ,  x2 , y2   xn , yn  ,  x1 , y1  is the labelled
sample image which is given beforehand. xi  R 2 is the

PCA feature of images; yi   1, 1 ,  1 means images
contain PCA semanteme,  1 means don’t. Achieve
images’ semantic classifiers by using SVM to train these
samples, and then these semantic classifiers are utilized
to distinguish the left un-labeled images.
In this paper, using LibSVM 3.0 software package
developed by Professor Zhiren Lin [9] of Taiwan
University as SVM classify platform. LibSVM mainly
includes svmscale, svmtrain and svmpredict three
functions. Among that, svmtrain turn to train samples,
according to input vectors and specified classification to
generate suitable classifiers; when the way of
classification is unknown, svmpredict is used to make
input vectors map to the inner vector space of models
based on specified classifiers, to find its classification
principles; Svmscale is mainly for regularization of
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numerical value, numerical value regularize input vectors
to the boundary where LibSVM is fit for processing.
Due to the diversity of kernel function, one of the
main points of designing SVM is that choose suited
kernel function and corresponding parameters. According
to the research by Vapnik and others, different kernel
functions have little influence on the performance of
SVM, but it is crucial for the performance of support
vectors classifiers to choose penalty coefficient and
corresponding paremeters of kernel function. In this
paper, we use radial basis function, which is widely
applied:



K  x, xi   exp  x  xi

2

.

(10)

Net check search is used to cross-validation C and  .
Try each basic couple  C,   , and then choose the couple
of parameters with the highest accuracy rate during the
cross-validation. During the cross-validationn over and
over again, determine two parameters, based on 1-a-1
multi-classification method to train image samples.
3.3 SVM PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION AND
TESTING HR IMAGES GENERATION
In RBF-SVM, we need to determine two parameters
which are planning factor C and Gaussian width  . For
C , if C   , means the rules of classification will meet
all of constraint conditions, not only enhance training
time and complexity of training, but also make
classification have over-learning’s situation, which
reduce its generalization performance. So the data range
of C should meet the situation of TAR and TRR, in
order to keep the generalization performance of classifier,
we need to take value as small as possible. For the
Gaussian width  , if without some ask for algorithm, we
just set a group of probable values through the experience,
and solving in turn under  , then adjust according to the
answer.
Do the SVM parameter optimization through net
check search method. Net check search is reached
through specially quantize and partly optimize method of
exhaustion. In the method of net check search, firstly,
confirm the data range of parameters, and then confirm
the step of take value. Each parameters can start from the
beginning of take value, take value to the end according
to step, after enumerating all of parameter combination,
then based on corresponding evaluation criterion to
assess classification result, to find the optimum parameter.
When the classification is completed, the algorithm
will establish groups of predictor corresponding with
samples in each region, each category corresponding
predictor to that class, i.e. if the samples divided into
several K class, the groups of predictors in this region
ought to contain the predictors of this K class. Multiclass
predictor consists of a group of sub predictor; each
sample of base classes corresponds to a linear sub
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predictor. A group of predictors operate the combined
prediction to construct multiclass predictors. When
predicting, firstly input data coding by the generator
codebook in the process of sample classification, namely
classification. Then according to the category, the system
selects the corresponding sub predictors to predict. The
training process of multiclass predictors is the process of
training each single sub predictor. After the completion
of training the predictors, the parameters will be stored
for guiding the super-resolution restoration which
inputting low resolution image. After the completion of
training multiclass predictors, the system will use the
multiclass predictors to reconstruct the HR face image.
By using the bilinear interpolation to magnify HR face
image size, the system inputs the LR face image, which is
used as the estimation of initial image, for superresolution restoration. When inputting low resolution
block, according to the region which it belongs, the
corresponding predictors operate high frequency
prediction. The high frequency information blocks, which
produced by those predictors, will be used to add up to
the estimation of initial images in order to form the
outcome of HR face image, namely the realization of face
image super resolution restoration.
4 Simulation result and analysis
Text images come from a subset of international standard
face image database, including 200 people’s images from
7 angers and 1400 pictures in all, which includes location
parameter of eyes, noses, mouths and etc. for each face
image. Before the experiment, do the image intensity
normalization
and
geometric
normalization
( 80  80 pixels per image).

FIGURE 2 Reconstruction effects of three algorithms.
(a Freeman, b Reference [5], c Our method, d Original HD image)

Randomly choose 190 front view face images as
training sample, PCA eigenvector is used as the input
vector of support SVM, learning for the image categories,
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pre-classify again based on output result. We choose the
left 10 front face images in the database as text images,
use a Gaussian blur template with the size 5  5 and
variance   0.85 to degrade all HR images to the LR
images with 40  40 pixels through Gaussian blur and
down-sampling.
Do the contrast experiment apart with Freemam
algorithm and document algorithm. We test the five face
images’ reconstructed effect (Figure 2).
As shown in these images, Freeman’s algorithm [10]
is the simplest, but the effect is poor. The algorithm of
reference [5] is better in the central area of human face,
but the other part especially the edge of face is fuzzy. Our
approach is better than the first two algorithms in visual
effect, but the edge of face and hair line still have some
masks.
The value of PSNR is used to compare then text
images’ objective effect. Generally speaking, the higher
value of PSNR is, the less distortion of image is. See
Equation (11).
  2n  12 
.
PSNR  10  lg 
 MSE 
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FIGURE 3 PSNR comparison of three algorithms

5 Conclusions
In this paper, SVM algorithm has been applied to
example-based
human
face
super-resolution
reconstruction, which is a new attempt. SVM is used as
the training classifier because its sample learning ability
is very strong. We pre-search the sample database by
defining PCA feature, find the sub-sample database
whose feature is similar, then do the pixel-level exact
matching search in the sub-sample set. The experiment
shows that our approach can effectively reduce the mismatching of image patches, save the running time and
reach a higher quality in the reconstruction. In both
subjective and objective way, restored image is better
than the classical insert algorithm and the learning-based
super-resolution method, and in the meantime the
program running time is effectively improved.

(11)

In Equation [11], MSE represents the error of mean
square between original images and processing images.
The result of quantizing PSNR is shown in Figure 3. We
can reach the conclusion that the PSNR values in our
approach basically higher than the other two algorithms.
What’s more, calculating apart the running time of image
super-resolution reconstructed procedure on Freeman and
our algorithm by tic and toc function in Matlab, the
running speed of this paper enhanced obviously.
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